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A much-praised memoir of living and surviving mental illness in addition to "a stereotype-shattering look at
a tenacious female whose brain is her best friend and her worst enemy" (Time). Saks can be an esteemed
professor, attorney, and psychiatrist and is the Orrin B. Elyn R. Evans Professor of Legislation, Psychology,
Psychiatry, and the Behavioral Sciences at the University of Southern California Law School, yet she's
experienced from schizophrenia for most of her life, but still has ongoing major episodes of the condition.
Saks discusses frankly the paranoia, the inability to tell imaginary fears from true ones, the voices in her
mind telling her to destroy herself (and to harm others), as well as the incredibly tough obstacles she
overcame to become a highly respected professional. THE GUTS Cannot Hold may be the eloquent, moving
tale of Elyn's lifestyle, from the first time that she heard voices talking with her as a young teenager, to
attempted suicides in college, through learning to go on her very own as an adult in an often terrifying globe.
This beautifully written memoir is certainly destined to become a traditional in its genre.
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As a mom of a schizophrenic, I lovingly thank the writer Having grown up with a maternal grandmother
with severe bi-polar, a mother who was diagnosed bi-polar in her later life , an uncle who committed
sucicide and today a grown son suffering with schizophrenia, I have to share my sincere thanks to the
author. And due to her capability to coherently give the reader insight to the pattern of thinking, you start to
comprehend why and how a person could find themselves thinking the thoughts they are. Insightful! After
reading everything I could get my hands on, this personal biography using its explicit detail, has helped me
cope and discover answers to the ever-changing situations and difficulties that are confronted daily. He has
come to a stage in his illness where he is sharing a growing number of of what is happening in his mind's
eye and we are able to discuss how he feels. Mrs Saks has offered me with the insight into my son's daily
struggles. In my quest to learn books that are on atypical topics, that one match the mold perfectly! As a
result, through her volunteer work and commitment to helping my grandmother who experienced for over 35
years, mother linked to mental health professionals who first attempted lithium used for alcoholics and then
those suffering from bi-polar. It provides an initial hand accounts of what it's prefer to deal with
Schizophrenia. She resided out her lifestyle with grace and dignity. My hope is that my child, too, will see
his way back out of this disease and discover a way to give back to culture like Mrs Saks did. Thank you for
providing me this forum to share a small part of my story. Many thanks Mrs Saks - you are helping me and
my child away from wildest dreams! A Glimpse into the Life of Someone with Schizophrenia: A Humbling
Read "The Center Cannot Keep" by Elyn R. SaksI acquired this publication through my daily email
messages from BookBub and this one especially stood out to me. My mom got involved in the mental health
movement young.As someone who has never experienced mental health issues, I've always sought to
understand and read books such as this; books that describe the knowledge from the perspective of a person
who lives through it.However, we reside in a day and age in which mental health is still stigmatized,
particularly in the case of conditions such as schizophrenia. This happens, partly, because the only period we
are ever exposed to such a disease is through a negative and skewed lens.This book was a joy to learn,
nonetheless it was also incredibly hard. Saks tells the story of an accomplished adolescent female suddenly .
She blew me away with her way of presenting to the reader the disorganized convinced that is typical of a
person with schizophrenia. For individuals who had issues with this honest, heart-wrenching story, I pray
that you do not have to experience how a loved one suffers terribly with this disease and I highly suggest
that you remember to thank God that mental illness has not entered your daily life.Elyn writes in a fashion
that makes it easy that you should feel like you are there with her, during her whole journey of trying to
come quickly to conditions with her disease. You grow attached to some of her therapists and doctors, just
when you are appalled at the behaviors of others. You feel her anxiety when having to transformation
therapists, and hope the next one will be attune to her needs.. My brother was schizophrenic and for such a
long time felt medicine was something he would forsake the moment he felt he had quieted the items in his
mind. It is something special to everyone. Most importantly, I feel like I've a slightly better understanding of
the disease itself and how exactly it affects those who have it.Would recommend to anyone who is a
enthusiast of memoirs and is interested in finally having schizophrenia explained from the perspective of 1
affected by it. A great read for anybody interested in the ugly truth about psychosis. Whenever a person has
cancer you do not begin phoning them cancerous, or state they are tumor, just as you should not call
someone with schizophrenia a schizophrenic. Valid and inspiring!primarily, but after reading further and
sitting with the theory a bit longer I right now believe their frequent appearances is there to inspire those
who struggle with mental health challenges, specifically schizophrenia. Her story is approximately the
triumph of her intellect and spirit over a sometimes extremely unruly brain. She's a skilled writer: when she
was fearful, I was as well. When things went well, I was happy on her behalf.. It's a cliff hanger before end
and throughout the publication I wondered "Will she be able to meet this task too? If you have ever
wondered what it's prefer to live with schizophrenia, this publication provides a vivid account. Incredibly



Fascinating Book and Woman One of the most fascinating books I've ever go through! Elyn is fantastic
company and an motivation. I'll be reading her publication again. It's an excellent reserve and the Kindle text-
to-voice worked flawlessly. The author delves therefore deeply into her personal psychotic ramblings and
her journey through hospitalizations, psychotherapy and the entire mental wellness field. There are points
where it feels as if she is definitely bragging on her behalf accomplishments which found as being
egotistically motivated. When she achieved her goals I was so content that the tears welled.. Elyn Saks is
certainly a champion who has achieved so much in her life while having an enormous, unpredictable
albatross around her neck, schizophrenia. Have a look at her Ted Talk on you tube if you still aren't sure if
you should get it. I would recommend this very highly for anyone thinking about psychology, psychiatry,
psychosis, or even just like a story of nearly impossible triumph. On a side note, if you do not suffer from
psychosis or schizophrenia I doubt you could finish scanning this book and not really feel much better about
your thoughts/feelings/actions that you don't fully understand yet. Great Amazing book. Elyn do an amazing
job of relaying her existence encounters with her disease, so much so that at times I felt as though my
thoughts were also becoming disorganized. Great read I’m diagnosed With Paranoid Schizophrenia which
publication was inspiring to learn. Most of all, you begin to comprehend why somebody with her disease
will be so centered on not taking any medicine. Saks tells the tale of an accomplished small woman
suddenly met with severe mental disease. Decades later her story stands up as frighteningly relatable.*Please
remember that calling someone a schizophrenic is offensive for it makes the individual and the disease one..
Her trip and last acceptance that medication was part of her curing and the support of friends is a good
message for those who must make the difficult choices each day WELL CRAFTED - Very Realistic If you
are involved with someone with mental illness, you might find this book requires a little effort to get thru at
times. It is a wonderful resource for anyone needing to know more about this illness. I salute the writer for
her courage to manage her illness also to share her journey.I definitely count myself lucky for having
stumbled upon this publication and it has provided me invaluable insight on what this means to have
schizophrenia and the harrowing trip that many who have this disease must face. It's an excellent Book It's
difficult to find the terms to spell it out how deeply touching this publication is. An interesting, and inspiring
story. Following the normal compliance issues, my grandmother's twilight years were peaceful and happy
due to lithium. Through constant weekly counseling, a committed personal psychiatrist and a network of
loving and supportive friends and family users, I am confident that I continue steadily to do everything
feasible to get the strength, tools and ongoing wish that my son will be able to lead a effective and happy
life. great read Great book, perfectly written. True insight Reading her journey taken to the forefront the
obstacles and mindset of individuals who must navigate mental illness. That is again, something that those
of us who have never experienced such illnesses cannot even begin to understand. Exquisitely descriptive I
actually am a practicing psychiatrist and this book is therefore well written that it has added very much to
my knowledge of the knowledge of schizophrenia from the perspective of the individual. I found it
extremely familiar to your experience with a grown-up daughter. The reserve is discouraging sometimes, but
overall I believe I felt hopeful at the end of the book.
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